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ABSTRACT
School of Graduate Studies
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Degree: Master of Science in Engineering

College/Dept.: Engineering/Mechanical
and ___________________
Aerospace Engineering_ ___

Name of Candidate : Ali Butt_____________________________________________
Title: Dynamic Calibration and Analysis of Crack Tip Propagation in Energetic
Materials Using Real-Time Radiography ____________________________________

Crack propagation in a solid rocket motor environment is difficult to measure
directly. This experimental and analytical study evaluated the viability of real-time
radiography for detecting bore regression and propellant crack propagation speed.
The scope included the quantitative interpretation of crack tip velocity from simulated
radiographic images of a burning, center-perforated grain and actual real-time
radiographs taken on a rapid-prototyped model that dynamically produced the surface
movements modeled in the simulation. The simplified motor simulation portrayed a
bore crack that propagated radially at a speed that was 10 times the burning rate of the
bore. Comparing the experimental image interpretation with the calibrated surface
inputs, measurement accuracies were quantified. The average measurements of the
bore radius were within 3% of the calibrated values with a maximum error of 7%.
The crack tip speed could be characterized with image processing algorithms , but not
with the dynamic calibration data. The laboratory data revealed that noise in the
transmitted X-Ray intensity makes sensing the crack tip propagation using changes in
the centerline transmitted intensity level impractical using the algorithms employed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The detection of flaws in solid propellant grains is a problem that has challenged the solid
rocket motor industry for a considerable time. These cracks in propellants could result
from manufacturing defects or variety of environmental condit ions during propellant
loading, motor storage and actual firing of the motor. Flaws may exist in the grain due to
unsteady processes during casting, difficulties in curing, problems in humidity and
temperature control, etc. Research has also shown that flaws may occur due to aging of
propellants 1. Cracks in solid propellants cause significant performance effects (erratic
pressure-time response) and have the potential to rupture the propellant case during motor
firing (propellant burning) 2. These cracks in the propellant could also result from
manufacturing defects or variety of environmental conditions during propellant loading,
motor storage and actual firing of the motor. Crack initiation and propagation in
polymeric substances have been studied over the years3 to provide insight into solid
propellants behaviors 4.

The extent to which crack combustion can reduce the reliability of solid rocket motors
has been one of the main concerns in the development of high-energy propellants. The
cracks can allow the hot gases to penetrate the cavity and can provide additional surface
area for ignition and combustion. The combustion processes inside of a propellant crack

xiii

can produce shock-like compression waves and may also lead to a pressure build-up
which could cause mechanical deformation, crack propagation, and possible deflagrationto-detonation transition (DDT). Even if, under certain conditions, the convective burning
does not lead to catastrophic failure, the combustion inside the propellant crack can cause
the performance of a rocket motor to deviate significantly from expectations. 5

Real-time radioscopy (RTR, X-Rays in general) has the potential for providing
quantitative data on crack propagation during actual motor firings. RTR and X-Rays have
traditionally been used in analyzing solid propellants beyond sub-surface defects as an
effective non-destructive technique 6,7,8,9. Research has shown ways to improve the image
quality and isolation of noise levels that is inherent in X-Ray source 10.

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the effectiveness of using RTR in analyzing crack
propagation. Several analytical models that have been developed to produce time
dependent X-Rays in earlier research work are analyzed for their effectiveness. This
thesis extend the previous studies by comparing an analytical X-Ray model of a
propagating propellant crack and comparing it with experimental data from a dynamic
calibration source that represents the same configuration. Simulation of same model was
also performed to compare the analytical results and experimental data. This simulation
work could be a basis for a more realistic studies into the crack propagation diagnostics.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND THEORY

2.1

Performance of a Solid Rocket Motor

Burning rate is an important contributing factor in the performance of a solid rocket
motor. A known and stable burning rate means a safe operation of rocket motor. While
designing a SRM burning surface of propellant, its burn rate and the grain geometry is
taken into consideration, which defines the performance and thrust obtained. Grain
geometry defines the burning surface, which in turn defines the chamber pressure at an
instant during motor firing. The chamber pressure strongly affects the motor thrust and
the integrity of the entire motor itself.

Burning rate of solid propellants is usually strongly dependent upon chamber pressure in
the motor case. Therefore, the burning rate, chamber pressure, and nozzle geometry are
all closely coupled parameters. The burning rate of solid propellant can be approximated
as a function of chamber pressure, among other parameters, given by the following
equation:
(1)
where r is the burn rate (inches per second) of solid propellant, P is chamber pressure
(psia), a 0 is burn rate constant that depends on ambient grain temperature, σp is
temperature coefficient of propellant, and Tb and Tb,0 are propellants temperatures. As can
be seen burning rate has a strong dependency on chamber pressure. This relation is
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applicable to almost all of the known types of solid propellants. Campbell 11 relates
chamber pressure (Pc) to surface area (As) by balancing the mass flow of propellant with
mass flow through the nozzle throat as shown in Eq.(2:
(2)
where rb is the burn rate, ρ is the propellant density, At is the throat area, g is the gravity
constant, and c* is the characteristic velocity (or a measure of the propellants ability to
produce pressure). An undesirable increase in chamber pressure, beyond the designed
parameters, could rupture the motor casing and result in failed motor. For this reason
burn surface area at any instant of motor firing is pre-determined and the solid motor
grain is designed accordingly. Combining Eq. (1 and Eq. (2, chamber pressure can be
expressed as a function of ratio of burning surface area and nozzle throat areas, as
follows:
(3)
The ratio of areas in the above relation is an important factor in propellant design. As an
example it can be seen that for the propellant specific n being 0.8 the area ratio will have
a power of five. Thus even small variations in the surface of burning propellant will have
significant effect on the chamber pressure. As defined before, chamber pressure directly
effects the burning rate, which than def ines the achievable thrust from propellant. This
defines the reason and criticality of designing the right grain design and ensuring that
whenever the propellant burns it performs as desired and designed initially. Cracks on the
surface of propellant/grain thus cause an unknown increase in burning surface area (Ab12).
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2.2

Cracks in Solid Propellant

Solid propellants are essentially composite particles mixed to form a rubber like material.
Propellants when highly-filled are non-homogenous on microscopic scale. When this
propellant material is strained (due to any reason) cracks/voids may occur at the binder
level or by de-bonding of matrix/particle interface. A progressive increase in strain on
propellant increases the damage growth on micro-voids successively increases and
materials starts to tear. This damage initiation and growth is time dependent and is a nonlinear function of stress – strain. Solid propellant behavior in response to stress and strain
is turn a function stress / strain rate, propellant temperature and the micro-structure of the
underlying composite. 13,14

Even though the phenomena of crack propagation in solid propellants have been
researched in previous literature, there is still room for improvements and comparative
studies, leaving many research topics untouched. This is particularly true for the crack
propagation in solid rocket motor grain itself. The motor grain must undergo a wide
range of environments and loading conditions, which over the years have been studied in
the laboratory either experimentally or analytically. These conditions could result in
surface cracks being formed.

The extent to which crack combustion can reduce the reliability of solid rocket motors
has been one of the main concerns in the development of high-energy propellants. The
cracks can allow the hot gases to penetrate the cavity and can provide additional surface
area for ignition and combustion. The combustion processes inside a propellant crack can
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produce shock-like compression waves and may also lead to a pressure build-up which
could cause mechanical deformation, crack propagation, and possible deflagration-todetonation transition (DDT). Even if, under certain conditions, the convective burning
does not lead to catastrophic failure, the combustion inside the propellant crack can cause
the performance of a rocket motor to deviate significantly from expectations. 15

2.3

Real-Time Radioscopy as a Non-Destructive Technique

The purpose of this research work was to demonstrate the ability and effectiveness of
Real-Time Radioscopy RTR to measure the crack tip propagation in a burning solid
rocket motor. While many methods for the measurement of burning rate have been
effectively demonstrated, most rely on measurements that are blind to the contour of the
burning surface of the solid propellant. Estimations and curve-fits of burning rate from
these methods can be very accurate, but these methods do not provide direct observation
or measurement of the total surface area of the burning propellant. Real-time radioscopy
(RTR, X-Rays in general) has the potential for providing quantitative data on crack
propagation during actual motor firings. RTR and X-Rays have traditionally been used in
analyzing solid propellants as an effective non-destructive technique. Research has
shown ways to improve the image quality and isolation of noise levels that are in herent in
a given X-Ray source.

With X-Ray radioscopy, the physical shape of the burning propellant can be partially
visualized in two dimensions in real time. This means that the surface area of the
propellant can be more directly estimated in a visual frame-by-frame manner. Not only
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can the linear regression of a bore or end-burning solid propellant be observed using edge
detection of transmitted intensity profiles, (as a attenuation contrast), but an overall mass
loss may also be detectable as a variation in the transmitted X-Ray intensity represented
by a change in grayscale coloration. This mass loss observation by X-Rays is limited
because small movements of a solid propellant grain may not cause enough of a
difference in the X-Ray intensity which is transmitted through the motor to be resolved in
contrast with the rest of the motor. Also, the depth of the regression can be difficult to
measure if based on only the discoloration in grayscale. Some of the features of X-Rays
and pertaining issues related to using it to analyze burning propellant are discussed in the
sections hereafter.

2.3.1 X-Rays Characteristics
X-Rays, as noted by Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen, are mainly classif ied based on the energy
levels they have. Typically X-Ray energies range from 12V to 200KV with wave-lengths
having a range of 10 to 0.01 nanometers. The wavelengths of X-Rays lie between those
of gamma rays and ultra-violet (UV) rays. 16

X-Rays are categorized as either soft (0.12 to 12kV) or harder (12 to 120kV) based on the
energy level they have. The higher energy levels of X-Rays are capable to penetrate
much deeper in the surface, they can penetrate solid objects 17. These are used for
studying diagnostic radiography and crystallography 18. Soft X-Rays cannot penetrate
much deeper and are used for sub-surface analysis 19.
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2.3.2 Image Processing and Analysis
The intensity of X-Rays attenuates as it traverses through the medium, either by the
absorption of photons or deflection (scattering) of photons from beam. The scattering
may be coherent (Rayleigh scattering) or incoherent (Compton scattering). As the X-Rays
pass through matter, three possible things could happen to each of the photons of the XRay: the photon gets completely absorbed by the medium, photon gets scattered, or
photon traverses completely through the material.

The intensity of X-Rays attenuates as it traverses through the medium, either by the
absorption of photons or deflection (scattering) of photons from the X-Ray beam. The
scattering may be coherent (Rayleigh scattering) or incoherent (Compton scattering). As
the X-Rays pass through matter, three possible things could happen to each of the
photons of the X-Ray: the photon gets completely absorbed by the medium, the photon
gets scattered (Compton), or the photon traverses completely through the material
(Rayleigh). For each interaction of a photon with an atom of the material, the intensity
gets reduced by a particular amount. This reduction in intensity of the X-Ray is
dependent on several factors including density, and thickness and temperature of the
material20. An X-Ray source is capable of producing X-Rays in a wide energy range.
Theoretically the intensity level of a narrow beam of a mono-energetic X-Ray is defined
as 21
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(4)
where Io is the instantaneous X-Ray intensity going into the material, I is the intensity
transmitted though the material, μ is the linear attenuation coefficient which varies for
each material and conditions, and d is the thickness of the material.

The linear attenuation coefficient defines the probability of interaction of an X-Ray
photon with the atoms of the material. This interaction, as mentioned before, results in
either complete absorption or scattering of photon (which reduces the intensity of the
photon particle). The coefficient μ depends on the photon energy (ε) and the material
(atomic number Z, thickness l, and density ρ) it traverses. The linear attenuation
coefficient is dependent on the density of the material, and as such is defined as
(5)
The mass attenuation coefficient (µ/ρ) in the above relation is a constant term and is
energy specific. The mass attenuation coefficients of each material composing the
structure are added to get the total mass attenuation coefficient of the structure.
Additionally X-Ray mass attenuation coefficients are defined in the NIST database,
which this research refers to for simulation results and definitions of some assumptions 22.
In general, lower energy (and so lower frequency) X-Ray photons have a higher
probability to be intercepted by an electron in the material.23

As demonstrated in one of the experiments 24, the radiation attenuation for X-Rays being
transmitted through an object is modeled based on Beer's law:
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(6)

The radiation intensity I that reaches each point on the screen is determined by
calculating the length l and knowing the linear attenuation coefficient of each material
through which a ray passes, and the distance of the source to the screen Rs.

The quality and sharpness of images obtained is critical in an X-Ray analysis. These
translate to the accuracy and effectiveness of the system. This is heavily dependent on the
imaging system and accompanying image processing software employed. The quality of
the image obtained is defined by contrast and definition. Each of these factors are
generally studied for application specific optimization and is dependent on the equipment
employed.

Contrast means difference in grayscale within an image. Radiographic contrast describes
the differences in photographic density in a radiograph. The contrast between different
parts of the object is what forms the image and the greater the contrast, the more visible
features become. Radiographic contrast is defined by w hat's called object contrast. Object
contrast is the ratio of radiation intensities being transmitted through different areas of the
test object. This especially comes into account when the test article is non-homogenous,
as in solid propellant.

Film definition is the fine detailed change in color (grey scales) for different intensity
levels. Other contributing factors include the test setup (radiographic source placement,
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which defines the angles X-Ray beam scans the test object) and source-object / sourcedetector distance), categorized as geometric factors.

The effect of source size, source-to-film distance and the specimen-to-detector distance
do result in geometric un-sharpness. The geometric un-sharpness refers to the loss of
definition as a result of geometric factors of the radiographic equipment and setup.

2.4

Review of Past Papers on Applications

A comprehensive literature review was done to get familiarize with the level of prior
research work that has already been reported, what kind of results were obtained, and to
understand the underlying challenges and resolutions. The overall process of literature
review was broken down into three categories based on the main theme of the research:
Review of papers on solid propellant crack and crack propagation; review of research
works which used real-time radiography for solid propellant examination; and review of
research works that utilized X-Ray RTR to investigate cracks / crack propagation
(burning propellant case) in solid propellant.

Cortopassi in his research8 used real-time radiography to investigate the nozzle erosion
process. He used X-Ray RTR system to find instantaneous recession rates of the nozzle
material as well as of the internal insulation. The image sequences captured during the
operation of an SRM were processed to enhance the quality of the images. This
procedure allowed for computer software to extract data on the total erosion rate and the
char layer thickness. Cortopassi used a similar radiography system to study the liquid
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droplets of AL2O3/AL formed on the surface of converging section of a submerged
nozzle. Use of RTR for instantaneous erosion rates of nozzle have also been shown by
other researchers25,26, including the viable use of edge detecting software for
automation 27.

Traditionally, for examining solid propellant two major non-destructive techniques have
been used in the industry: ultrasound, and real-time radiography. Both of these NDT
methods have been evaluated for its usefulness and compared for accuracy 19, with X-Ray
RTR reported to have 3.5% error in end-of-burn web-thickness readings, while for
ultrasound it was 3.4%.

Due to the penetration and attenuation characteristics of X-Rays, radiography has been an
important NDT method employed for analyzing the behavior of solid propellants. Some
earlier research10 done in 1980’s provides an important insight into how effective RTR
was reported at that time and what techniques were used to enhance the results. Rogerson
in his paper10 described the rugged radiographic systems, the capabilities and purpose of
various components of the system and the safety mechanisms that were employed. He
described the use of a high (9 MV) and a low (300 KV) X-Ray source, and the video
system which was carefully isolated form pulsed noise (by adjusting repeating rate),
interface of pulse X-Ray sources, and acoustics from solid rocket motor. High energy
system was seen to be less affected by the components of test setup, mostly because of
the high energy, high radiation (high – gray) capability of machine, and the digital
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processor. Image quality of even smaller items was higher. Low energy system was seen
to give varying quality of images as the test proceeded.

The use of radiography for analyzing cracks15 and for predicting the crack tip propagation
speed24 is seen as a unique application. To tackle the problem of non-circular port during
motor burning three methods were used15. The use of edge-detecting software showed an
accuracy of 0.01 in, with the added benefit of minimum user input and irrelevance of
errors inherent in the radiography system.

Algorithms were developed and employed by Frederick24 to objectively interpret the
resulting radiographic images of a burning center perforated motor for determining the
crack tip propagation speed. The same numerical models are used in this research work
for simulation purposes. As demonstrated in the paper, the crack is simulated as an ellipse
with two burning profiles.

A summary of these researches is presented in Table 1. All of these researchers faced an
obvious challenge in employing techniques to minimize the inherent errors in the
radiography system. All researches confirmed that for a radiographic system a higher
resolution image acquisition mechanism, high X-Ray energy source, and the possible use
of edge detecting software is needed to get an accuracy of within 5%.
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Table 1: Feature and results comparison of past research works
Cortopassi 8

Chiaverini

24

19

Rogerson 10

Frederick

X-Ray Source

320 KV /
MG325

320KV /
MG325 /
MGC-03

9MV, 300KV

3KV
(simulated)

Image
Intensifier
/
Acquisition
System

CCD (leadlined cesium
iodide)

Thales TH
9438 /
CCD

Isocon
Camera
System

8 bit
(simulated)

Image System
Resolution

1k x 1k
pixel

1k x 1k

36 x 48 in

640 x 480
(simulated)

System Used
For

Nozzle
Erosion Rate

Web
Thickness

Propellant
Combustion
Process

Crack Tip
Propagation
(Simulation)

Accuracy

15%
(0.05
mm/sec)

-

10% (image
analysis)
2% (curve-fit)

3.5%

The overall feedback of the review process found that the use of radiography for
analyzing cracks / crack propagation in solid propellants is unique and a specialized
application. Several studies have been done to predict cracks28,29,30,31 and create
numerical models 32,33. Most of the relevant research work emulates the crack by applying
stress and strain on the propellant and then create numerical models using analyzed data.
There are very few research papers that talk about using X-Rays to predict crack / crack
tip propagation in a burning solid propellant.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL APPROACH

3.1

Overview

The objective this research was to examine the effectiveness of measuring the bore
progression and crack tip propagation in solid propellants with Real Time Radiography.
The scope included developing a simple geometrical model of a crack propagating in the
bore of a center perforated motor, a ray tracing program to simulate X-Ray intensity
profiles of this phenomenon, and the collection of data from a dynamic calibration
sample using real time radioscopy to compare with the predictions. The test articles used
were 3D printed, and they simulated internal patterns of a burning solid rocket motor
propellant with a crack.

The X-Ray Laboratory at UAH was used to get the laboratory data. Two dynamic
calibration samples (test articles) were rapid-prototyped for the purpose of this research.
The first sample, when translated horizontally, emulated a crack with nominal crack tip
propagation speed which was the same as the propellant burning rate, as shown in Figure
1. The second sample emulated a crack tip propagation, which is assumed to be 10 times
that of the propellant burn rate, as sketched in Figure 2. Both samples were modeled to
predict X-Ray images in the same test configurations , and the laboratory data were
analyzed to find the effectiveness of real-time radiography setup.
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Figure 1: Sketch of motor model
without crack tip propagation

Figure 2: Sketch of motor model
with crack tip propagation

Efforts were also made to calibrate the X-Ray source and camera/detector system for the
intensity profile without any sample. The data were analyzed to understand the
instrument system in a much better way; and consequently categorize the noise that is
28

present inherently in X-Ray intensity data. For this purpose the two samples that were
made each had a calibration end to measure exactly the intensity obtained for a known
inner diameter and other parameters. To relate the experimental data, a simulation of
numerical models was done for this test setup.

3.2

Modeling and Simulation of Propellant Surfaces

Simulation of a representative center-perforated burn with an initial crack along the bore
was first completed. The crack was modeled as an ellipse centered on the initial bore
radius. The crack tip propagation was emulated by extending the major axis of the ellipse
at an assumed crack tip speed and the minor axis at the nominal burning rate of the bore.
Two scenarios were modeled; one with crack tip propagation at ten times that of
propellant bore burning rate, and the other one with a crack tip propagation equal to
propellant burning rate.

Figure 3 shows the inner surface progression resulting from these assumptions. The left
part shows how the burn surface regresses for a nominal burning rate scenario where
there is no crack presence. The right side illustrates the burn surface profiles of the same
motor having a crack in it. Here since the crack tip speed is 10 times that of propellant
burn rate, the tip can be seen approaching the motor case before the rest of the surface
burns. Once the crack tip reaches the motor casing the propagation rate of the crack major
axis is set to 1x in either case. All of the other sides of the crack always regress at 1x of
propellant burn rate.
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(a) No Crack

(b) Radial Bore Crack with 10x T ip Speed

Figure 3: Burn profiles of regressing surfaces for two cases [24]
The left part shows how the burn surface regresses for a nominal burning rate scenario
where no crack is present. The right side illustrates the burn surface profiles of the same
motor having a crack in it. Here since the crack tip speed is 10 times that of the propellant
burn rate, the tip can be seen approaching the motor case before the rest of the surface
burns. Once the crack tip reaches the motor casing the propagation rate is set to 1x in
either case. All of the other sides of crack always regress at 1x of propellant burn rate.
Table 2 details the simulated model and crack parameters used in the study.
Table 2: Parameters for crack simulation
Propagation
Rate of
Major-axis
[times bProp ]

Initial Radius
[in]

Crack Ellipse
Parameters
[in]

Bore

Case

a

b

Without
Crack
Propagation

0.6

0.625

0.025

0.01

1

With Crack
Propagation

0.6

0.625

0.025

0.01

10

Sample Type
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3.3

X-Ray Simulation with Ray Tracing Algorithms

Numerical ray tracing and X-Ray attenuation models24 were used for simulating time
dependent X-Ray images. The X-Ray source was assumed to be a point source and the
detector was placed at a known distance (as in test setup). The X-Ray source-to-object, S,
and object-to-detector distance, T, were considered. The X-Ray attenuation constant of
the material (of test article) was estimated from the NIST database. This value was later
optimized based on the lab results.

To illustrate how the numerical model works, Figure 4 shows the X-Ray source
transmitting though a center perforated solid motor with a crack in it. Since the X-Ray
source is a point source and the detector plate is at a known distance, the radiographed
image will be a magnified result. The magnification factor can be found by simple
geometric calculations.

Individual rays are traced through the circles and ellipses that describe the outer and inner
surfaces of the grain and crack.

The points where each ray intersects surfaces is

calculated and then used to sum the total distance of propellant that each ray passes
through. Then Eq. (6 is used to determine the transmitted intensity at the detector for
each ray, and a transmitted intensity profile is generated over the width of the detector.
The process is repeated for each time step as the bore and crack progress in the manner
defined by the analytical model. This is a two-dimensional model, although past models
have been three-dimensional24
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Detector
Crack
T est Article
X-Ray Source

Object-toScreen
Distance (T )

So urce-toObject
Distance (S)

Figure 4: Illustration of test setup assumed by the numerical model
The numerical model to predict the radiographic intensity uses Beer’s law:
(7)
where l is the sum of distance(s) an individual radiographic ray traces through the
material which is illustrated in Figure 5. Iin is the maximum intensity of X-Ray as seen on
the detector without being attenuated by any object. In all of the tests performed the XRay does infact passes through the air which causes a definite minor attenuation,
considered out of scope for this research work. The numerical model used for the
simulation uses Eq. (8 to predict the output intensity:
(8)
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T est Article (side view)

Movement simulates
time progression

Ray T race
X-Ray

Detector

So urce

d2

d1

Figure 5: Illustration of ray trace through material
The greater the distance an individual X-Ray traces through the material, the intensity of
the X-Ray reduces proportionally. Based on Beer’s law the expected intensity
profile24,34,35 was assumed to be as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: One dimensional expected ideal intensity profile
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3.4

X-Ray Simulation Predictions of Transmitted Intensity Profiles

3.4.1 Bore Progression with No Cracks
Figure 7 shows the simulated numerical results of the transmitted intensity at the screen
for four different bore radii in a model without crack. These simulate the calibration
circles from the test article. Certain parameters, like maximum intensity and linear
attenuation coefficient, were assumed based on NIST database and from the intensity
profiles (Figure 15), which were later matched with the laboratory results. The X-Ray
attenuation constant was assumed to be 0.2 in-1 and maximum intensity was taken to be
120 rad/min. The distances of X-Ray source-to-object and object-to-screen used were the
same as in the test scenario. Because of the fact that distance T, object-to screen distance,
is larger than the initial motor radius, a definite magnification of the image is obtained on
the detector screen. This magnification factor was taken into consideration during
simulation, as well as for analyzing the test data. For all simulations the source-to-screen
distance was held at 21.125 inches, while the bore radius ranges from 0.6 inches to 1.0
inches. The case’s inner radius was taken as 1.25 inches with a case thickness of 0.025
inches. The simulation model was run for five iterations, just before the propellant hits
the cylindrical motor casing. The numerical model and simulation used was also designed
to add noise pattern and to average it out, simulating the real scenario.

The five plotted graphs matched with the five circular (Figure 3a) steps designed in the
motor’s SCC end. The plots shows that the minimum points of each curve spread as the
bore diameter increases. Also, the centerline transmitted intensity increases as the bore
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radius increases. Each of these features can be used to estimate the progression of a
burning center perforated propellant.

Figure 7: Predicted intensity profiles of calibraiton cylinders

3.4.2 Bore Progression with Cracks
Similarly, intensity profiles were simulated for the Dynamic Burn/Crack Propagation
simulation profiles (Figure 3b). Both scenarios of crack tip propagation were considered
and results were obtained by assuming the parameters as discussed earlier. Figure 8
shows the results of the simulation. The left half of the intensity profiles shows a slight
augmentation in the intensity level, as compared to Figure 7, because the initial radial
crack alters the burn profile of the propellant.

The ellipse that mode ls the crack

propagation expands at the same rate as the bore radius.
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On the right side of the Figure 8, the intensity profile increases much more rapidly at the
centerline for the propagating crack scenario. This is because the crack tip simulation
moves the burn front toward the case at 10 times the bore burning rate. The bore
diameter can still be estimated using the minimum points on the intensity curves. The rate
of the intensity increase at the middle is also shown to depend on the assumed crack tip
propagation speed. As can be observed on the right side of the plot (10x case), once the
crack tip reaches the motor case the major axis of the crack ellipse is assumed to
propagate at 1x nominal burning rate rather than 10x for the simulation.

Figure 8: Predicted intensity profiles for; No crack propagation (left), and 10x crack
propagation (right)
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Using the numerical model, as defined in Frederick24 paper, we can use the intensity
profiles in Figure 8 to predict the crack tip propagation velocity as:

(9)

Figure 9: Ideal expected intensity profile and parameter considerations [24]
where χmin,1 and χmin,2 are the screen positions corresponding to motor’s bore (local
minimums of intensity profile), Vc is the crack velocity, µp is the linear attenuation
coefficient of propellant, and t1 / t2 are initial and final lapsed burn time respectively, as
shown in Figure 9. For calculating crack tip velocity, it is important to be able to measure
the transmitted X-Ray intensity through the crack tip. This in turn brings up an important
decision of how to design, test, and simulate the motor, either laterally or axially. The
image in Figure 9 is an axial radiograph scenario, which is also how the test samples
were radiographed in the experiments.
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3.5

Description of Test Article

The Dynamic Calibration Samples used were designed to simulate a burning propellant
with and without a crack. By continuously updating the shape of the internal surfaces
from one end to the other, the movements of the internal surfaces modeled in the
analytical simulation could be dynamically presented by moving the Dynamic Calibration
Sample at a controlled speed along its axis and observing the transmitted X-Ray intensity
profile at one plane as illustrated in Figure 11. This is somewhat like a slit camera
observing an object passing by.

Knowing the axial length over which the internal

evolution is imprinted and the speed at which the sample is moved, a dy namic calibration
standard is established that has known position and internal movements for observation
with the X-Ray system.

The CAD models of internal surfaces were designed using Solid Edge software. These
were then 3-D printed. The two samples differ in that one simulated 10x crack tip
propagation and the other one has nominal crack tip propagation. The material used was
ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) which is a common material used for 3D printing.
ABS is oil based lightweight thermoplastic material and can withstand high temperatures.
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Figure 10: Dimensions of Dynamic Calibration Sample without crack

Each Dynamic Calibration Sample is cylindrical outside and has two internal sections
each comprising half the length of the cylinder. The Static Calibration Cylinders (SCC)
is shown at the top of Figure 10.

They are designed for calibration of X-Ray the

attenuation coefficient and the pixels-per-inch scale factor for the internal diameters at
the detector. This end has five steps of known diameters.

Each step on the calibration

end has a width of 0.7 inches and the diameter is 0.2 inches greater than the previous one.
The entire motor sample was modeled to be contained in a case with inner diameter of
2.5 inches and a case thickness of 0.025 inches.
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The Dynamic Burn/Crack Propagation Simulator (DCPS) shown at the bottom of Figure
10 is used to emulate the burning propellant and crack evolution. Figure 10 shows how
the inner surface profiles are smoothly distributed along the axis of the DCPS. Figure 11
and Figure 10 show how these features effectively produces the internal movements
desired.

By translating the dynamic calibration sample along its centerline at a known

speed and observing it with the X-Ray system at one plane, the inner dynamics of the
surface evolution are produced in a calibrated manner.

t0
t1
t2

Burning solid rocket motor:
cross-sectional view

Dynamic Calibration
Sample

Figure 11: Mapping the sample to an actual burn pattern of solid propellant
motor
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3.6

Test Matrix

Table 3 summarizes the various test configurations that were done using different
parameters. For all tests the Source-to-Detector distance was 34.6 inches and Source-toObject distance was 13.5 inches. A higher resolution (magnified) version of images was
captured at the data acquisition system to get better look at the test samples.
Table 3: Test configurations used for test samples

Test
Number

X-Ray
Energy
[kV]

Speed
[in / sec]

1

70

0.5

1

01

Dynamic

2

60

0.5

3

01

Dynamic

3

45

0.5

1

01

Dynamic

4

60

0.3

3

01

Dynamic

5

60

0.1

3

01

Dynamic

6

60

0.5

3

02

Dynamic

7

60

0.3

3

02

Dynamic

8

60

0.1

3

02

Dynamic

9

60

0.2

3

02

Static

3.7

Configuration
Repeat Tests

Sample
No.

Test End
<Dynamic /
Static>

Real-Time Radiography System

The X-Ray source used was a General Electric 200kV, 600W tube. The Toshiba image
intensifier and Kappa CCD camera, which are enclosed in the same system, were kept at
a known distance from the X-Ray source. The source and detector were aligned in a way
that the source points at the center of the detector plate.
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A test stand was used to position the test sample in a way that the source pointed at the
center of it. Care was taken so that the crack in the intentionally flawed solid motor test
sample was positioned away from the source and towards the detector. This alignment
helped in the analysis and simulation process. A slight misalignment of the crack on the
three dimensional axis-systems would signify improper crack propagation and would not
lead to the desirable results during the analysis process. The test stand also translated the
sample at known velocities laterally to the field of view to simulate the internal
movements of the propellant surfaces.

For all tests the source-to-detector and source-to-object distances were kept constant, at
34.6 inches and 13.5 inches respectively. X-Rays of different energy levels were used to
obtain images with least noise and clear image features. This was accomplished by
manual analysis of results obtained with different configurations.

The camera gain in all tests was held constant at 1.0, which eventually resulted in
acquiring images with least noise. Varying speeds of propellant burning rates were
simulated by varying the speed of the test stand. Propellant burn rates of 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1
inches/second were simulated this way.

The tests were performed using an X-Ray source which was pointed towards the test
sample. The detector system on the other side captured the intensity profile and sent it to
the data acquisition system. The image acquisition software packaged all of the images at
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30 frames per second into a video file, which was later used for analysis. Figure 12 shows
all of the test components:

Figure 12: Test setup - Side view (A=Detector; B=Test Article; C=X-Ray Source)

Figure 13: Test setup - View from
detector

Figure 14: Test setup - View from XRay source
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1

Overall Results

The two test articles were run at varying parameters. The calibration of X-Ray
attenuation constant, for the sample material, was performed with just one sample
(Sample 02). Table 4 summarizes the relevant test conditions that were analyzed and
compared with simulated results. For all of these tests a propellant burn rate of 0.5
inches/second was desired, which translates to the table speed that was used.
Table 4: Relevant tests that were analyzed
Speed
[in / sec]

Test
Number

Test
Sample No.

Test End
< DCPS / SCC>

X-Ray Energy
[kV]

1

01

DCPS

60

0.5

2

01

DCPS

60

0.5

3

01

DCPS

60

0.5

4

02

DCPS

60

0.5

5

02

DCPS

60

0.5

6

02

DCPS

60

0.5

7

02

SCC

60

0.1

8

02

SCC

60

0.1

9

02

SCC

60

0.1

The X-Ray source was run at 60kV for all of these tests, based on the best resolution ,
contrast and least noise pattern observed at the data acquisition system. In general, the
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energy-level of X-Ray source that provides the optimum result depends on many factors,
and as such is application specific. Moreover, a lower kV source also means less noise
level comparable to higher energy levels. At further lower energy levels (kV) the relevant
patterns and features of the solid motor are not clearly visible, which bounds the desirable
lowest energy level to use. For calibration end tests the propellant burn rate / table speed
was down rated to 0.1 inches/second which enabled the analysis procedure to take more
samples from the acquired video, thereby reducing the error for X-Ray attenuation
constant.
4.2

Intensity Calibration Results

First the frames without any sample were profiled to get an idea of the intensity profile of
the base X-Ray source and detector system. This gave an insight into the level and type
of noise that should be expected in the data.

Figure 15: Raw intensity profile of X-Ray source
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The data shown in the Figure 15 are an average taken from 50 such frames. The source of
the data was a video file of a test which was run at 60kV. Apart from the apparent noise
levels there is a certain curvature in the intensity profile which signifies the shape of the
camera / detector disc and the relative position of X-Ray source in a two-dimensional
perspective. The X-Ray source was adjusted at best to point at the center of the detector
disc.

4.3

Calibration Circle Findings

In order to calibrate the X-Ray attenuation constant of the sample material the calibration
end (SCC) of the test sample was radiographed. All of the other parameters, like
maximum intensity and distances, were held constant and were matched with the
laboratory tests performed. The DCPS side of the sample was radiographed later to
determine the accuracy of the numerical model predictions.

4.3.1 Calibration Circle Transmitted Intensity Profiles
Using the radiographed images of the SCC end of sample, an estimated value of X-Ray
attenuation constant was determined. The process followed involved the use of residual
errors method, as detailed in a later section. Since in SCC end we know exactly the inner
bore radius and outer cylinder radius being radiographed, we run the same numerical
models to predict from the X-Ray images: 1) the optimized attenuation constant; 2) the
inner bore radius (using the average attenuation constant from previous step).
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Figure 16: Radiographic image of SCC test sample. Intensity profile are the pixels
values that lie on red line

The sample was radiographed at both ends separately as mentioned in the test matrix.
Figure 16 shows a radiograph image of the SCC end of the motor. The pixel values on the
red line are read and plotted to get the intensity profile, as detailed earlier. Intensity
profiles of all five calibration circles were analyzed and plotted, as shown in Figure 17.
The data for each plotted line is again an average of 30 frames and for each frame the
center line was read for the analysis. These five plotted lines correspond to web thickness
of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 inches.
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Figure 17: Intensity profile s of Static Calibration Cylinder end of sample

4.3.2 Analyzing Calibration Circle Transmitted Intensity Profiles to Determine 
Figure 18 shows five graphs, one for each calibration circle. An optimized value of
attenuation constant (µ) is calculated based on minimum residual error method. The
distinctive feature to note is the fact that the linear attenuation coefficient μ is, among
other factors, directly dependent on the thickness of material that the photon beam
traverses.

For each incremental increase in the bore radius, the linear attenuation

coefficient is also increasing.
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Figure 18: Estimated attenuation constants

In the residual errors method used, the value of µ is changed from 01 to 0.5 to predict the
intensity profile for each of the five bore sizes.

This predicted intensity profile is

compared with the measured intensity profile for each known radius to find the squared
error, and the following generic residual error equation is used to find the optimized
value by minimizing the error as

(10)
where y is the actual value, ỹ is an estimated value , and n is the total number of values.
Figure 18 shows the summed errors for each of the five circles. The minimum value
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represesents the best value of the attenuation coefficient based on the assumptions of the
model and the experimental measurements.

Error! Reference source not found. lists

the best, minimum residual, value of µ based on the data and model from each different
calibration circle.

Table 5: Simulated values of X-Ray attenuation constant
Radius
[in]

µ
-1
[in ]

0.6

0.26

0.7

0.26

0.8

0.27

0.9

0.31

1.0

0.31

For the purpose of estimating bore radius for DCPS side of the test article using
numerical models, as mentioned in later section, an adjusted value of µ was selected
based on Error! Reference source not found. and the bore radius of previous simulation
iteration step.

Once we have the optimized µ value, of 0.28, a residual error approach is used again to
predict the inner bore radius. For this case the images were used from the SCC side of the
sample. Since looking at the radiograph we know exactly which calibration circle we are
analyzing, the inner bore radius is known. These residuals, shown in Figure 19, are the
result of comparing the experimental intensity profiles with the known calibration circle
radius. The simulation value of radius was varied from 0.5 to 1.5 as shown in Figure 19.
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So the minimum of each curve represents the best estimate of the inner radius using this
model/experiment residual method.

Figure 19: Estimated inner bore radius

The accuracy of the model/system can be gauged by comparing this predicted radius
value with the actual one. Figure 20 shows the predictions for inner bore radius as
compared with actual values. The method used was found to be accurate within roughly
3% of error, maximum error being 5%.
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Figure 20: Comparison of Actual vs. Estimated inner bore radius values

The method and as a result the sample used were concluded to be worthwhile to predict
bore radius to within 5% using the model based residual method. Table 6 shows a
comparison of actual and simulated inner bore radius values and the percent error.
Table 6: Comparison of actual vs. simulated inner bore radius values
Actual
[in]
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

Estimated
[in]

Error
[%]

0.57

5.00

0.69

1.43

0.785

1.88

0.865

3.89

0.985

1.50

Average
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2.74

4.4

Dynamic Calibration of Bore with Crack Propagation

The same analysis method as mentioned earlier was used for the DCPS dynamic side of
the sample. As can be seen from the readings in Figure 21, taken at five different
positions, there is a significant amount of noise in the intensity profiles. These are
instantaneous profiles and are not averaged since it is the dynamic side of the sample. A
similar pattern of noise can be seen in the SCC end, which is discussed in an earlier
section.

Figure 21: Intensity profiles of Dynamic Burn / Crack Propagation Simulator end of
sample
Figure 15 which is the raw intensity profile of the X-Ray source, as seen by the detector
system, without any sample in between, have some distinct features. The curvature of the
graph is due to the fact the X-Ray source is a point source and the way this point source
projects on the detector plate. The noise level in this figure is the characteristic noise
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pattern that is recognizable in all other intensity profiles with the test articles. Care was
taken to align the X-Ray source in a way that it centered itself on the detector plate. The
curvature on Figure 15 would reflect this alignment, and a skewed curvature would
reflect a misaligned X-Ray source. The other important feature to note from Figure 22, is
the translation of plots from lower web-thickness (radius) to higher ends. Figure 21
illustrates this point.

Figure 22: Intensity profile translation

The image on the left-side of Figure 22 is for the bottom part of the test article
(cylindrical case) and the image on right is for the top part. Essentially the amount of
translation is the same across all plots, which translates to same outer radius of case /
cylinder. But when reading a particular frame it’s important to know which pixel to start
and end reading from. Since the start / end pixels are translating therefore ignoring it will
lead to biased errors in predictions. A linear translation approach was used subsequently
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in analysis of data; wherein the max / min of start / end pixels are determined manually,
and knowing the time the sample takes to burn, the start / end pixel is translated. This
feature deals with the fact that the sample is not translating in a perfectly horizontal
manner.

Using the noise categorizations and residual optimization techniques mentioned, the
radiographed images of dynamic (DCPS) side of sample were analyzed to find the inner
bore radius. The approach taken was the same, using residual-errors plot to pick the best
value.

Figure 23: Simulated values of inner bore radius
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For the purpose of further analysis of indexing (translation) of test article, start and end
pixels were held constant for separate prediction runs, with an additional prediction being
run with the average value of each of the start/end pixels. The results are summarized in
Figure 24.

Figure 24: Comparison of Actual vs. Estimated inner bore radius values for
Dynamic Calibration end

The predicted values for an average start / end pixel was seen to give the best possible
estimated values of bore radius. The error in general was within 3% of actual values,
which matches with what other researchers have concluded using X-Rays7. The error
converges to zero at almost is the middle of the readings, which is possibly the also point
where the test article is perfectly aligned with the system. This signifies the importance of
alignment of test article in three-dimensional space between the camera/detector and XRay source.
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Table 7: Summary of Dynamic Calibration inner radius predictions
Actual
[in]

Estimated [in]
Initial
Average

Last

Initial

Error (%)
Average

Last

0.70149

0.65500

0.65000

0.64000

6.62732

7.34009

8.76563

0.73134

0.69500

0.69000

0.68500

4.96896

5.65264

6.33631

0.76119

0.73000

0.72500

0.72000

4.09753

4.75440

5.41126

0.79104

0.77000

0.77000

0.77000

2.65979

2.65979

2.65979

0.82089

0.81500

0.82000

0.82000

0.71751

0.10842

0.10842

0.85074

0.85500

0.85500

0.85500

0.50074

0.50074

0.50074

0.88059

0.89000

0.89000

0.89500

1.06860

1.06860

1.63640

0.91044

0.93000

0.92500

0.93000

2.14841

1.59923

2.14841

0.94029

0.96000

0.95500

0.95500

2.09616

1.56441

1.56441

0.97014

0.99000

0.99000

0.99000

2.04713

2.04713

2.04713

0.99999

1.03500

1.02500

1.03000

3.50104

2.50103

3.00103

2.76665

2.70877

3.10723

Studies on the crack tip propagation did not yield useful information in practice because
the noise in the intensity level was on the order of the signal that characterized the crack
tip propagation at the centerline.

An alternative processing algorithm needs to be

developed.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Conclusion

Using real-time radiography dynamic calibration was performed to determine the
feasibility and accuracy of measuring the crack tip propagation and inner radius of a
centre perforated solid rocket motor. The 3D printed models were designed and
manufactured to simulate a burning motor.

Varying X-Ray energy sources (45, 60, 75 KV) were used to test the best possible results
achievable for the particular test article used. Optimum results were observable for 60
KV source setting. The magnification setting in the camera system was utilized for all of
the tests, which gives a closer / magnified view of the test article. The distance of objectmodel and model-detector was also hold constant for all of the experiments, and the
magnification factor as a result of the positioning was considered in the measurements.

When measuring X-Ray intensity levels a characteristic curvature was observable
representative of the circular detector disc shape. Apart from the curvature , the inherent
noise of detector/camera system showed characteristic spatial patterns in the transmitted
intensity reading. The intensity curve was thus approximated by a curve-fitting method
which gave an approximation on the intensity levels and reduced the noise level.
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For calibration of static rings the residual error method was used to analyze transmitted
intensity measurements, using an estimated µ value of 0.28. This helped in gauging the
accuracy of X-Ray and detector / camera test hardware system. The residual intensity
fittings of bore diameter were within an average of 3% (maximum being 5%) of actual
measurements, and the use of real-time radiography was considered accurate enough for
the calibration of dynamic side of the model.

The same methods and procedures were applied for intensity measurement at known
locations / radius, on dynamic calibration side of model. Average estimated radius values,
by residual intensity fitting approach, was within 3% while the maximum error was at
7%. This variation in error was the result of three dimensional positioning alignments of
the test article / model in front of the X-Ray source and detector.

One of the intended purposes of this research was the measurement of crack tip velocity
to better understand how crack propagates in a burning motor. The inherent errors in
intensity readings made this objective challenging since the identification and accuracy of
a crack (of minor scale) was questionable. However, the residual intensity fitting
approach used was found to be effective enough to be utilized in the crack tip velocity
measurement for future work.
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5.2

Recommendations

A different approach of spline-fitting could be utilized to address crack tip velocity
measurement. The use of this approach would serve two purposes. First it could be
compared with residual-fitting method for accuracy of results. Secondly if for the splinefitting approach the entire intensity curve is divided into regions, the accuracy for the
measurement is assumed to improve. The intensity profiles could be spline-fit in different
sections to smooth the noise, the spline-curve could then be extended to calculate the
intersection point (minimum intersection) to the get the bore radius.

The question of aligning the test article in three-dimensional space between the X-Ray
source and detector was raised. Because of misalignment the intensity maps of a moving
article won’t match and will shift causing bias between the predictions and the data. For
this research the models were aligned manually at best and an approach was used to
estimate the shift as the test article moved. Use of an automated motor that can hold the
test article and which can be operated from the control room is highly recommended for
future work.
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APPENDIX A
Radiograph Simulation Code

File Name

MainForm.cs

Purpose

Code file for all simulation stuff. The code defines several functions for
calculating the intensity, and to draw radioscopic images.

namespace XRayTracer
{
public partial class MainForm : Form
{
const double radius_case = 1.25;
const double case_thickness = 0.025;
const double length_case = 2.805;
const double initRadiusBore = 0.6;
double radius_bore = initRadiusBore;
const double stepCount = 0.001;
// Assumption that the detecctor size is large enough to accomodate the
entire motor image,
//
won't skip any image part
const double center_x = 13.5, center_y = 0;
// A distance in test
setup
const double detector_x = 21.125;
// B distance in test
setup
//const double GainLevel = 3.0;
// now adjusting gain dynamically
double
double
double
double

crack_a_param = 0.25, crack_b_param = 0.1;
crack_x_e = center_x;
crack_y_e = center_x + initRadiusBore;
radius_crack = 1.0;

//10x original

const double propBurnRate = 0.5;
// web-thickness steps
double crackPropRate1x = propBurnRate * 2;
//2.5 => 0.5 (PROP BURN) / 2
double crackPropRate10x = propBurnRate * 30;
ArrayList alIntensity = new ArrayList();
ArrayList alLineParams = new ArrayList();
IntensityProfile motorIntensityProfile;
double Intensity_max = 120;
//120/127 - 85?
double mu_p = 0.28;
//0.20 - 0.22
double maxMu_p = 0.26;
//0.20 - 0.22
double minMu_p = 0.31;
Random rand = new Random();
Queue<double> stkIntensity = new Queue<double>();
int szMovingAvg = 2;
bool bAddNoise = false;
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bool bSuppressSNR = false;
bool bCrackPresence = true;
bool bEnableCrackPropagation = true;
public MainForm()
{
InitializeComponent();
chartXrays.MouseWheel += new MouseEventHandler(chartXrays_MouseWheel);
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.LabelStyle.Format = "##0.#";
//GraphEstimatedMu();
GraphEstimatedDia();
//RunSimulaiton();
//ExportChartData();
}
private void ExportChartData()
{
StreamWriter swGraphData = new StreamWriter("testData.csv");
for (int i = 0; i < chartXrays.Series.Count; i++)
{
}
swGraphData.Close();
}
double leastMSE = 500.0;
double estMu = 0.0;
string[] EstMuLabDataArr;
private void GraphEstimatedMu()
{
StreamReader sr = new StreamReader("muVals.csv");
string RawData = sr.ReadToEnd();
radius_bore = initRadiusBore;
foreach (var item in RawData.Split('\n'))
{
EstMuLabDataArr = item.Split(',');
double mu_pMaterial = 0.1;
double del_mu = 0.01;
chartXrays.Series.Add("Radius=" + radius_bore + "in");
leastMSE = 500.0;
for (int plots = 0; plots < 40; plots++)
{
GraphMuMap(radius_bore, mu_pMaterial);
mu_pMaterial += del_mu;
mu_pMaterial = Math.Round(mu_pMaterial, 3);
}
txtLog.Text += "Estimated Mu = " + estMu.ToString() + "\r\n";
radius_bore += 0.1;
TextAnnotation txtannEstDia = new TextAnnotation();
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txtannEstDia.Text = estMu.ToString();
txtannEstDia.ForeColor = Color.Red;
txtannEstDia.X = 0; txtannEstDia.Y = 0;
txtannEstDia.AllowMoving = true;
chartXrays.Annotations.Add(txtannEstDia);
}
}
void GraphMuMap(double radiusBore, double mu_pMaterial)
{
//offest pixel of where the lab data starts to show the cylinder
//int muOffsetStart = 160;
//160 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
140 => 0.9|1.0
//int muOffsetEnd = 940;
//940 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
920 => 0.9|1.0
int muOffsetStart = Convert.ToInt32(140 + ((1 - radiusBore) * 50));
//160 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
140 => 0.9|1.0
int muOffsetEnd = Convert.ToInt32(940 + ((1 - radiusBore) * 50));
//940 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
920 => 0.9|1.0
int currSeriesPos = chartXrays.Series.Count - 1;
chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].ChartType =
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting. SeriesChartType.Line;
bool bAddslopes = (alLineParams.Count == 0);
double maxIntensity = 0.0, minIntensity = 200.0;
double slopeMax = FindSlope(radius_case + case_thickness, center_x);
int count = 0;
double MseSum = 0;
//StringBuilder sbIntensity = new StringBuilder();
double calibStepCount = (slopeMax * 2) / (muOffsetEnd muOffsetStart);
for (double i = -slopeMax; i <= slopeMax + calibStepCount; i +=
calibStepCount)
{
double[] pointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radius_case +
case_thickness, i, 1, 1, center_x, center_y);
double chordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((pointsXY[2] pointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((pointsXY[3] - pointsXY[1]), 2));
double[] borePointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radiusBore, i, 1,
1, center_x, center_y);
double boreChordLength = 0.0;
if (borePointsXY[0] > 0.0)
boreChordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((borePointsXY[2] borePointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((borePointsXY[3] - borePointsXY[1]), 2));
chordLength -= (boreChordLength);
double Intensity = 0;
double curIntensity = Intensity_max * Math.Exp(-mu_pMaterial *
chordLength);
//double DetectorIntensityCurv = (-0.00004 *
Math.Pow((muOffsetStart + count), 2)) + (0.044 * (muOffsetStart + count));
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Intensity = curIntensity + MapToDetectorCurvature(muOffsetStart +
count); ;

//txtLog.Text += (i * (radius_case / slopeMax)) + ", " +
Intensity.ToString() + "<< " + currSeriesPos.ToString() + " << \r\n";
double MeanSquareError =
Math.Pow(double.Parse(EstMuLabDataArr[muOffsetStart + count]) - Intensity, 2);
//if (mu_pMaterial >= 0.2)
//sbIntensity.Append(Intensity).Append(",");
MseSum += MeanSquareError;
if (bAddslopes)
{
if (Intensity > maxIntensity)
maxIntensity = Intensity;
else if (Intensity < minIntensity)
minIntensity = Intensity;
alLineParams.Add(new LineParams(pointsXY[0], pointsXY[1], i,
Intensity));
}
count++;
if (count >= EstMuLabDataArr.Length)
break;
}
MseSum = MseSum / (slopeMax * 2 / calibStepCount);
chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].Points.AddXY(mu_pMaterial, MseSum);
if (MseSum < leastMSE)
{
leastMSE = MseSum;
estMu = mu_pMaterial;
}
if (bAddslopes)
{
motorIntensityProfile = new IntensityProfile(maxIntensity,
minIntensity, alLineParams);
}
}
double estDia = 0.0;
string[] EstDiaLabDataArr;
private void GraphEstimatedDia()
{
StreamWriter sw = new StreamWriter("diaSimData.csv");
StreamReader sr = new StreamReader("diaCalibData.csv");
string RawData = sr.ReadToEnd();
double boreDia = 0.5;
double del_Dia = 0.005;
int rowCount = 0;
double avgDelEstDia = 0.0;
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double prevEstDia = 0.0;
double frameRate = 0.00597;
int offsetStartFrame = 17;
double crackPropPerFrame = 1 / (30 / 5);
// Initialize crack params to correct starting values
crack_a_param += crackPropRate1x * crackPropPerFrame *
offsetStartFrame;
crack_b_param += crackPropRate1x * crackPropPerFrame *
offsetStartFrame;
foreach (var item in RawData.Split('\n'))
{
if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(item))
continue;
chartXrays.Series.Add("True Radius=" + (0.5 + (offsetStartFrame *
frameRate) + (rowCount * 5 * frameRate)) + " in");
//chartXrays.Series.Add("True Radius=" + (0.6 + (rowCount * 0.1))
+ " in");
// For mu calibration
EstDiaLabDataArr = item.Split(',');
boreDia = 0.5; estDia = 0.0; leastMSE = 500.0;
crack_a_param += crackPropRate1x * crackPropPerFrame;
crack_b_param += crackPropRate1x * crackPropPerFrame;

- boreDia));

StringBuilder sbSimData = new StringBuilder();
for (int plots = 0; plots <= 200; plots++)
{
double adjMu_p = minMu_p + (((maxMu_p - minMu_p) / 0.4) * (1.0
// 0.4 = diff max / min radius
var tmpSimData = GraphDiaMap(boreDia, adjMu_p, radius_crack);
if (estDia == boreDia)
sbSimData = tmpSimData;
boreDia += del_Dia;
boreDia = Math.Round(boreDia, 5);
}
if (rowCount == 0)
{
chart1.Series.Add("Calibrated");
chart1.Series["Calibrated"].ChartType = SeriesChartType.Line;
chart1.Series.Add("Sim");
chart1.Series["Sim"].ChartType = SeriesChartType.Line;
foreach (var iPoint in EstDiaLabDataArr)
{

chart1.Series["Calibrated"].Points.Add(Convert.ToDouble(iPoint));
}
for (int i = 0; i < 140; i++)
{
chart1.Series["Sim"].Points.Add(0);
}
int tmpcount = 141;
foreach (var iPoint in sbSimData.ToString().Split(','))
{
chart1.Series["Sim"].Points.Add(Convert.ToDouble(iPoint));
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tmpcount++;
}
}
sw.WriteLine(sbSimData.ToString());
txtLog.Text += estDia.ToString() + "\r\n";
//txtLog.Text += "Estimated Diameter = " + estDia.ToString() +
"\r\n";
if (prevEstDia != 0)
avgDelEstDia += (estDia - prevEstDia);
prevEstDia = estDia;
rowCount++;
TextAnnotation txtannEstDia = new TextAnnotation();
txtannEstDia.Text = estDia.ToString() + " in";
txtannEstDia.ForeColor = Color.Red;
txtannEstDia.X = 0; txtannEstDia.Y = 0;
txtannEstDia.AllowMoving = true;
chartXrays.Annotations.Add(txtannEstDia);
}
avgDelEstDia = avgDelEstDia / (rowCount - 1);
txtLog.Text += "Avg Rad. Diff = " +
Math.Round(avgDelEstDia,5).ToString() + "\r\n";
sw.Close();
sr.Close();
//txtLog.Text += "Estimated Diameter = " + estDia.ToString() + " \r\n";
//TextAnnotation txtannEstDia =
(TextAnnotation)chartXrays.Annotations[0];
}
StringBuilder GraphDiaMap(double radiusBore, double mu_pMaterial, double
radiusCrack)
{
double crackEllipseA = crack_a_param;
double crackEllipseB = crack_b_param;
//offest pixel of where the lab data starts to show the cylinder
//
Mu Calib
Radius Calib
//int muOffsetStart = Convert.ToInt32(140 + ((1 - radiusBore) * ((160
- 140) / .4)));
//160 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
140 => 0.9|1.0,
140/910 => First
//int muOffsetEnd = Convert.ToInt32(920 + ((1 - radiusBore) * ((160 140) / .4)));
//940 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
920 => 0.9|1.0,
110/880 => Last
int muOffsetStart = 140;
//160 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
140 => 0.9|1.0,
140/910 => First
int muOffsetEnd = 910;
//940 => 0.6|0.7|0.8
920 => 0.9|1.0,
110/880 => Last
int currSeriesPos = chartXrays.Series.Count - 1;
chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].ChartType =
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting. SeriesChartType.Line;
bool bAddslopes = (alLineParams.Count == 0);
double maxIntensity = 0.0, minIntensity = 200.0;
double slopeMax = FindSlope(radius_case + case_thickness, center_x);
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int count = 0;
double MseSum = 0;
StringBuilder sbIntensity = new StringBuilder();
double calibStepCount = (slopeMax * 2) / (muOffsetEnd muOffsetStart);
for (double i = -slopeMax; i <= slopeMax + calibStepCount; i +=
calibStepCount)
{
double[] pointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radius_case +
case_thickness, i, 1, 1, center_x, center_y);
double chordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((pointsXY[2] pointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((pointsXY[3] - pointsXY[1]), 2));
double[] borePointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radiusBore, i, 1,
1, center_x, center_y);
double boreChordLength = 0.0;
if (borePointsXY[0] > 0.0)
boreChordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((borePointsXY[2] borePointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((borePointsXY[3] - borePointsXY[1]), 2));
if (bCrackPresence)
{
double[] crackPointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radiusCrack,
i, crackEllipseA, crackEllipseB, crack_x_e, crack_y_e);
double crackChordLength = 0.0;
if (crackPointsXY[0] > 0.0)
{
crackChordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((crackPointsXY[2] crackPointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((crackPointsXY[1] - borePointsXY[1]), 2));
}
chordLength -= (boreChordLength + (crackChordLength));
}
else
chordLength -= (boreChordLength);
double Intensity = 0;
double curIntensity = Intensity_max * Math.Exp(-mu_pMaterial *
chordLength);
//double DetectorIntensityCurv = (-0.00004 *
Math.Pow((muOffsetStart + count), 2)) + (0.044 * (muOffsetStart + count));
Intensity = curIntensity + MapToDetectorCurvature(muOffsetStart +
count);
//txtLog.Text += (i * (radius_case / slopeMax)) + ", " +
Intensity.ToString() + "<< " + currSeriesPos.ToString() + " << \r\n";
double MeanSquareError =
Math.Pow(double.Parse(EstDiaLabDataArr[muOffsetStart + count]) - Intensity, 2);
if (sbIntensity.Length != 0)
sbIntensity.Append(",").Append(Math.Round(Intensity,5));
else
sbIntensity.Append(Math.Round(Intensity, 5));
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MseSum += MeanSquareError;
if (bAddslopes)
{
if (Intensity > maxIntensity)
maxIntensity = Intensity;
else if (Intensity < minIntensity)
minIntensity = Intensity;
alLineParams.Add(new LineParams(pointsXY[0], pointsXY[1], i,
Intensity));
}
count++;
if (count >= EstDiaLabDataArr.Length)
break;
}
MseSum = MseSum / (slopeMax * 2 / calibStepCount);
chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].Points.AddXY(radiusBore, MseSum);
//txtLog.Text += "MSE=" + MseSum + ": Bore=" + radiusBore + "\r\n";
if (MseSum < leastMSE)
{
leastMSE = MseSum;
estDia = radiusBore;
}
if (bAddslopes)
{
motorIntensityProfile = new IntensityProfile(maxIntensity,
minIntensity, alLineParams);
}
return sbIntensity;
}
private void RunSimulaiton()
{
for (int plots = 0; plots < 5; plots++)
{
GraphIntensityMap(radius_bore, radius_crack);
radius_bore += propBurnRate;
//if (crack_a_param < radius_case)
crack_a_param += crackPropRate1x;
crack_b_param += crackPropRate1x;
}
//DrawRadioscopicImageSide();
//DrawRadioscopicImageTop();

// Draw radioscopic side -image

}
private void DrawRadioscopicImageSide()
{
int imgWidth = 640, imgHeight = 480;
System.Drawing.Bitmap bmpSideView = new Bitmap(imgWidth, imgHeight);
double widthRatio = (length_case / stepCount) / imgWidth;
double slopeMax = FindSlope(radius_case, center_x);
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double heightRatio = ((slopeMax * 2) / stepCount) / imgHeight;
double greyColorScale_m = 255 / (motorIntensityProfile.MaxIntensity motorIntensityProfile.MinIntensity); //GainLevel;
double greyColorScale_b = -(greyColorScale_m *
motorIntensityProfile.MinIntensity);
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.DataPointCollection
intensityPoints = chartXrays.Series[0].Points;
int base_y = 0;
for (int y = 0; y < imgHeight; y++)
{
int startIndex = (int)(y * heightRatio);
double avgScale = 0, avgLineSlope = 0, avgLineX = 0, avg LineY = 0;
for (int idx = 0; idx < (int)heightRatio; idx++)
{
avgScale += intensityPoints[startIndex + idx].YValues[0];
avgLineX += ((LineParams)alLineParams[startIndex +
idx]).LineX;
avgLineY += ((LineParams)alLineParams[startIndex +
idx]).LineY;
avgLineSlope += ((LineParams)alLineParams[startIndex +
idx]).LineSlope;
}
avgScale /= heightRatio;
avgLineX /= heightRatio;
avgLineY /= heightRatio;
avgLineSlope /= heightRatio;
for (int x = 0; x < imgWidth; x++)
{
double greyScaledVal = (greyColorScale_m * avgScale) +
greyColorScale_b;
int greyScale = (int)(greyScaledVal) > 255 ? 255 :
(int)(greyScaledVal);
int y2 = (int)((avgLineSlope * (detector_x - avgLineX)) +
avgLineY);
if ((y == 0) && (x == 0))
base_y = -y2;
if (greyScale < 0)
greyScale = 0;
bmpSideView.SetPixel(x, y2+base_y, Color.FromArgb(greyScale,
greyScale, greyScale));
}
}
imgSideView.Image = bmpSideView;
bmpSideView.Save("SideView.bmp");
}
private void DrawRadioscopicImageTop()
{
int imgWidth = 640, imgHeight = 480;
System.Drawing.Bitmap bmpTopView = new Bitmap(imgWidth, imgHeight);
double widthRatio = (length_case / stepCount) / imgWidth / 10;
//
random denomenator
double slopeMax = FindSlope(radius_case, center_x);
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//double heightRatio = ((slopeMax * 2) / stepCount) / imgHeight;
double greyColorScale_m = 255 / (motorIntensityProfile.MaxIntensity motorIntensityProfile.MinIntensity); //GainLevel;
double greyColorScale_b = -(greyColorScale_m *
motorIntensityProfile.MinIntensity);
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.DataPointCollection
intensityPoints = chartXrays.Series[0].Points;
for (int x = 0; x < imgWidth; x++)
{
int startIndex = (int)(x * widthRatio);
double avgD2 = 0, avgIa = 0;
for (int idx = 0; idx < (int)widthRatio; idx++)
{
if ((startIndex + idx) < intensityPoints.Count)
{
double Ia = intensityPoints[startIndex + idx].YValues[0];
double D1D2 = Math.Log(Ia / Intensity_max) / -mu_p;
double D2 = (D1D2 / 2) * 10;
avgIa += Ia;
avgD2 += D2;
}
}
avgIa /= widthRatio;
avgD2 /= widthRatio;
//int limit = (int)((480 - avgD2) / 2);
for (int y = (int)(250-avgD2); y < (250+avgD2); y++)
{
double greyScaledVal = (greyColorScale_m * avgIa) +
greyColorScale_b;
int greyScale = (int)(greyScaledVal) > 255 ? 255 :
(int)(greyScaledVal);
greyScale = (greyScaledVal < 0) ? 0 : greyScale;
//int greyScale = (int)(avgIa * greyColorScale);
bmpTopView.SetPixel(x, y, Color.FromArgb(greyScale, greyScale,
greyScale));
}
}
imgTopView.Image = bmpTopView;
bmpTopView.Save("TopView.bmp");
}
double FindSlope(double radius, double center_x)
{
double m_param = 0;
m_param = Math.Sqrt( ( Math.Pow(2 * center_x, 2) / (4 * (
Math.Pow(center_x, 2) - Math.Pow(radius, 2) ) ) - 1 ));
return m_param;
}
void GraphIntensityMap(double radiusBore, double radiusCrack)
{
double crackEllipseA = crack_a_param;
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double crackEllipseB = crack_b_param;
bool crackRadiusChanged = false;
chartXrays.Series.Add("Web = " + radiusBore.ToString() + "in");
int currSeriesPos = chartXrays.Series.Count - 1;
chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].ChartType =
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting. SeriesChartType.Line;
chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].LabelFormat = "";
bool bAddslopes = (alLineParams.Count == 0);
double maxIntensity = 0.0, minIntensity = 200.0;
double slopeMax = FindSlope(radius_case + case_thickness, center_x);
slopeMax = Math.Round(slopeMax, 5);
// Vars used to predict the bore radius
double estRadiusBoreStart = 0.0;
double estRadiusBoreEnd = 0.0;
double lowestIntensity1 = Intensity_max;
double lowestIntensity2 = Intensity_max;
for (double i = -slopeMax; i <= slopeMax+stepCount; i += stepCount)
{
double[] pointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radius_case +
case_thickness, i, 1, 1, center_x, center_y);
double chordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((pointsXY[2] pointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((pointsXY[3] - pointsXY[1]), 2));
double[] borePointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radiusBore, i, 1,
1, center_x, center_y);
double boreChordLength = 0.0;
if (borePointsXY[0] > 0.0)
boreChordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((borePointsXY[2] borePointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((borePointsXY[3] - borePointsXY[1]), 2));
if (bCrackPresence)
{
double[] crackPointsXY = FindIntersectingPoints(radiusCrack,
i, crackEllipseA, crackEllipseB, crack_x_e, crack_y_e);
double crackChordLength = 0.0;
if (crackPointsXY[0] > 0.0)
{
crackChordLength = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((crackPointsXY[2] crackPointsXY[0]), 2) + Math.Pow((crackPointsXY[1] - borePointsXY[1]), 2));
}
chordLength -= (boreChordLength + (crackChordLength));
}
else
chordLength -= (boreChordLength);
double Intensity = 0;
double curIntensity = Intensity_max * Math.Exp(-mu_p *
chordLength);
// Add random noise to intensity levels
if (bAddNoise)
curIntensity += ((double)rand.Next(-10, 10) / 100);
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if (bSuppressSNR)
{
if (stkIntensity.Count >= szMovingAvg)
stkIntensity.Dequeue();
stkIntensity.Enqueue(curIntensity);
Intensity = stkIntensity.Average();
}
else
Intensity = curIntensity;
Intensity += MapToDetectorCurvature((i+slopeMax) * 5397);
slopemax) * 5397 = 1024

// (2 *

if (i < 0)
{
if (Intensity < lowestIntensity1)
{
lowestIntensity1 = Intensity;
estRadiusBoreStart = i;
}
}
else
if (Intensity < lowestIntensity2)
{
lowestIntensity2 = Intensity;
estRadiusBoreEnd = i;
}
//txtLog.Text += (i * (radius_case / slopeMax)) + ", " +
Intensity.ToString() + "<< " + currSeriesPos.ToString() + " << \r\n";
chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].Points.AddXY(i * ((radius_case +
case_thickness)/ slopeMax), Intensity);
if (bAddslopes)
{
if (Intensity > maxIntensity)
maxIntensity = Intensity;
else if (Intensity < minIntensity)
minIntensity = Intensity;
//double y2 = i * (detector_x - x)) + y);
alLineParams.Add(new LineParams(pointsXY[0], pointsXY[1], i,
Intensity));
}
//chartXrays.Series[currSeriesPos].Points.AddXY(pointsXY[0],
Intensity);
// Crack propagation checks ...
if (bEnableCrackPropagation)
{
if ((i >= 0) & !crackRadiusChanged)
// i >= 0 => we're
half way to the graph
{
if (crackEllipseA < radius_case)
crackEllipseA += crackPropRate10x;
else
crackEllipseA += crackPropRate1x;
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crackRadiusChanged = true;
}
}
}
double rate = radius_case / slopeMax;
double estboreRadius = estRadiusBoreEnd * rate;
txtLog.Text += "Radius Bore = " + radiusBore + "in \r\n";
txtLog.Text += "Radius Start = " + Math.Round(estRadiusBoreStart,5) +
"\r\n";
txtLog.Text += "Radius End = " + Math.Round(estRadiusBoreEnd,5) +
"\r\n";
txtLog.Text += "Bore Radius = " + Math.Round(estboreRadius,5) +
"\r\n\r\n";
if (bAddslopes)
{
motorIntensityProfile = new IntensityProfile(maxIntensity,
minIntensity, alLineParams);
}
}
double[] FindIntersectingPoints(double radius, double slopeLine, double
a_param, double b_param, double x_center, double y_center)
{
double[] points = new double[4];
double b_sqr = Math.Pow(b_param, 2);
double a_sqr = Math.Pow(a_param, 2);
double del_square = (Math.Pow(2 * b_sqr * x_center, 2) - (4 * (b_sqr +
(a_sqr * Math.Pow(slopeLine, 2))) * ((b_sqr * Math.Pow(x_center, 2)) - (a_sqr *
b_sqr * Math.Pow(radius, 2)))));
if (del_square < 0)
del_square = 0.0;
double del = Math.Sqrt(del_square);
points[0] = ((2 * x_center) + del) / (2 * (1 + Math.Pow(slopeLine,
2)));
points[1] = slopeLine * points[0];
points[2] = ((2 * x_center) - del) / (2 * (1 + Math.Pow(slopeLine,
2)));
points[3] = slopeLine * points[2];
return points;
}
double MapToDetectorCurvature(double index)
{
double mappedValue = 0.0;
mappedValue = (-0.00004 * Math.Pow(index, 2)) + (0.044 * index);
return mappedValue;
}
void chartXrays_MouseWheel(object sender, MouseEventArgs e)
{
try
{
if (e.Delta < 0)
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{
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.ScaleView.ZoomReset();
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.ScaleView.ZoomReset();
}
if (e.Delta > 0)
{
double xMin =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.ScaleView.ViewMinimum;
double xMax =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.ScaleView.ViewMaximum;
double yMin =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.ScaleView.ViewMinimum;
double yMax =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.ScaleView.ViewMaximum;
double posXStart =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.PixelPositionToValue(e.Location.X)
/ 4;
double posXFinish =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.PixelPositionToValue(e.Location.X)
/ 4;
double posYStart =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.PixelPositionToValue(e.Location.Y)
/ 4;
double posYFinish =
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.PixelPositionToValue(e.Location.Y)
/ 4;

- (xMax - xMin)

+ (xMax - xMin)

- (yMax - yMin)

+ (yMax - yMin)

chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.ScaleView.Zoom(posXStart,
posXFinish);
chartXrays.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.ScaleView.Zoom(posYStart,
posYFinish);
}
}
catch { }
}
}
struct LineParams
{
public double
public double
public double
public double

LineX;
LineY;
LineSlope;
LineIntensity;

public LineParams(double x, double y, double slope, double intensity)
{
LineX = x;
LineY = y;
LineSlope = slope;
LineIntensity = intensity;
}
};
struct IntensityProfile
{
public double MaxIntensity;
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public double MinIntensity;
public ArrayList LineParameters;
public IntensityProfile(double maxI, double minI, ArrayList lineParams)
{
MaxIntensity = maxI;
MinIntensity = minI;
LineParameters = lineParams;
}
};
}

File Name

MainForm.Designer.cs

Purpose

Form designer file

namespace XRayTracer
{
partial class MainForm
{
/// <summary>
/// Required designer variable.
/// </summary>
private System.ComponentModel.IContainer components = null;
/// <summary>
/// Clean up any resources being used.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="disposing">true if managed resources should be disposed;
otherwise, false.</param>
protected override void Dispose(bool disposing)
{
if (disposing && (components != null))
{
components.Dispose();
}
base.Dispose(disposing);
}
#region Windows Form Designer generated code
/// <summary>
/// Required method for Designer support - do not modify
/// the contents of this method with the code editor.
/// </summary>
private void InitializeComponent()
{
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.ChartArea chartArea1 =
new System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.ChartArea();
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.Legend legend1 = new
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting. Legend();
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System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.ChartArea chartArea2 =
new System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.ChartArea();
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.Legend legend2 = new
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting. Legend();
this.txtLog = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.chartXrays = new
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting. Chart();
this.tabControl1 = new System.Windows.Forms.TabControl();
this.tabPage1 = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
this.tabPage3 = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
this.chart1 = new
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting. Chart();
this.tabPage2 = new System.Windows.Forms.TabPage();
this.imgTopView = new System.Windows.Forms.PictureBox();
this.imgSideView = new System.Windows.Forms.PictureBox();
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.chartXrays)).BeginInit();
this.tabControl1.SuspendLayout();
this.tabPage1.SuspendLayout();
this.tabPage3.SuspendLayout();
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.chart1)).BeginInit();
this.tabPage2.SuspendLayout();
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.imgTopView)).BeginInit();
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.imgSideView)).BeginInit();
this.SuspendLayout();
//
// txtLog
//
this.txtLog.Anchor =
((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles)(((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Top |
System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Left)));
this.txtLog.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(12, 12);
this.txtLog.Multiline = true;
this.txtLog.Name = "txtLog";
this.txtLog.ReadOnly = true;
this.txtLog.ScrollBars = System.Windows.Forms.ScrollBars.Vertical;
this.txtLog.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(204, 302);
this.txtLog.TabIndex = 2;
//
// chartXrays
//
this.chartXrays.Anchor =
((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles)((((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Top |
System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Left)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Right)));
chartArea1.Name = "ChartArea1";
this.chartXrays.ChartAreas.Add(chartArea1);
legend1.Name = "Legend1";
this.chartXrays.Legends.Add(legend1);
this.chartXrays.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(-4, 0);
this.chartXrays.Name = "chartXrays";
this.chartXrays.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(543, 267);
this.chartXrays.TabIndex = 0;
this.chartXrays.Text = "chart1";
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//
// tabControl1
//
this.tabControl1.Anchor =
((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles)((((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Top |
System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Left)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Right)));
this.tabControl1.Controls.Add(this.tabPage1);
this.tabControl1.Controls.Add(this.tabPage3);
this.tabControl1.Controls.Add(this.tabPage2);
this.tabControl1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(222, 12);
this.tabControl1.Name = "tabControl1";
this.tabControl1.SelectedIndex = 0;
this.tabControl1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(560, 302);
this.tabControl1.TabIndex = 1;
//
// tabPage1
//
this.tabPage1.Controls.Add(this.chartXrays);
this.tabPage1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
this.tabPage1.Name = "tabPage1";
this.tabPage1.Padding = new System.Windows.Forms.Padding(3);
this.tabPage1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(552, 276);
this.tabPage1.TabIndex = 0;
this.tabPage1.Text = "Intensity Graph";
this.tabPage1.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
//
// tabPage3
//
this.tabPage3.Controls.Add(this.chart1);
this.tabPage3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
this.tabPage3.Name = "tabPage3";
this.tabPage3.Padding = new System.Windows.Forms.Padding(3);
this.tabPage3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(552, 276);
this.tabPage3.TabIndex = 2;
this.tabPage3.Text = "tabPage3";
this.tabPage3.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
//
// chart1
//
chartArea2.Name = "ChartArea1";
this.chart1.ChartAreas.Add(chartArea2);
legend2.Name = "Legend1";
this.chart1.Legends.Add(legend2);
this.chart1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(6, 3);
this.chart1.Name = "chart1";
this.chart1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(540, 270);
this.chart1.TabIndex = 0;
this.chart1.Text = "chart1";
//
// tabPage2
//
this.tabPage2.Controls.Add(this.imgTopView);
this.tabPage2.Controls.Add(this.imgSideView);
this.tabPage2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(4, 22);
this.tabPage2.Name = "tabPage2";
this.tabPage2.Padding = new System.Windows.Forms.Padding(3);
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this.tabPage2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(552, 276);
this.tabPage2.TabIndex = 1;
this.tabPage2.Text = "Radiographs";
this.tabPage2.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
//
// imgTopView
//
this.imgTopView.Anchor =
((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles)((((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Top |
System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Left)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Right)));
this.imgTopView.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(279, 6);
this.imgTopView.Name = "imgTopView";
this.imgTopView.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(267, 264);
this.imgTopView.SizeMode =
System.Windows.Forms.PictureBoxSizeMode.StretchImage;
this.imgTopView.TabIndex = 1;
this.imgTopView.TabStop = false;
//
// imgSideView
//
this.imgSideView.Anchor =
((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles)((((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Top |
System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Left)
| System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Right)));
this.imgSideView.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(6, 6);
this.imgSideView.Name = "imgSideView";
this.imgSideView.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(267, 264);
this.imgSideView.SizeMode =
System.Windows.Forms.PictureBoxSizeMode.CenterImage;
this.imgSideView.TabIndex = 0;
this.imgSideView.TabStop = false;
//
// MainForm
//
this.AutoScaleDimensions = new System.Drawing.SizeF(6F, 13F);
this.AutoScaleMode = System.Windows.Forms.AutoScaleMode.Font;
this.ClientSize = new System.Drawing.Size(794, 326);
this.Controls.Add(this.tabControl1);
this.Controls.Add(this.txtLog);
this.Name = "MainForm";
this.Text = "[MAE699] X-Ray Simulation";
this.WindowState = System.Windows.Forms.FormWindowState.Maximized;
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.chartXrays)).EndInit();
this.tabControl1.ResumeLayout(false);
this.tabPage1.ResumeLayout(false);
this.tabPage3.ResumeLayout(false);
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.chart1)).EndInit();
this.tabPage2.ResumeLayout(false);
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.imgTopView)).EndInit();
((System.ComponentModel.ISupportInitialize)(this.imgSideView)).EndInit();
this.ResumeLayout(false);
this.PerformLayout();
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}
#endregion
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

System.Windows.Forms.TextBox txtLog;
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.Chart chartXrays;
System.Windows.Forms.TabControl tabControl1;
System.Windows.Forms.TabPage tabPage1;
System.Windows.Forms.TabPage tabPage2;
System.Windows.Forms.PictureBox imgSideView;
System.Windows.Forms.PictureBox imgTopView;
System.Windows.Forms.TabPage tabPage3;
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting.Chart chart1;

}
}
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APPENDIX B MATLAB
Code to Read Radiograph Lab Data

File Name

MainForm.Designer.cs

Purpose

Form designer file

function AvgYVals = GetMeanYVals(vidFile, pointsArray, csvFile)
objVideo = VideoReader(vidFile);
RegionCount = size(pointsArray);
for i = 1 : RegionCount
for j = pointsArray(i,1) : pointsArray(i,2)
objFrame = read(objVideo, j);
% comment-out following lines for curve-fitting of detector
% curvature
%tmpVal = objFrame(:,512);
%yVals(:, j-(pointsArray(i,1)-1)) = ((-4E-5*(tmpVal.^2)) +
%(0.0467*tmpVal)+118.49); // curve fitting
yVals(:, j-(pointsArray(i,1)-1)) = objFrame(:,512);
end
tmpArray = mean(transpose(yVals));
AvgYVals(i,:) = tmpArray(:);
end
if (~isempty(csvFile))
csvwrite(csvFile, AvgYVals);
end

File Name

GetIntensityVals.m

Purpose

Matlab function to calculate intensity values of a range of pixels in an
image array

function diaIntensityVals = GetIntensityVals(vidFile, pointsArray,
csvFile)
objVideo = VideoReader(vidFile);
idx = 1;
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for i = pointsArray(1) : 5 : pointsArray(2)
objFrame = read(objVideo, i);
diaIntensityVals(idx,:) = transpose(objFrame(:,512));
idx = idx + 1;
end
if (~isempty(csvFile))
csvwrite(csvFile, diaIntensityVals);
end

File Name

GetMeanYVals.m

Purpose

Matlab function to calculate average values of a range of pixels in a video
file. Optionally writes the output values to a CSV file

function AvgYVals = GetMeanYVals(vidFile, pointsArray, csvFile)
objVideo = VideoReader(vidFile);
RegionCount = size(pointsArray);
for i = 1 : RegionCount
for j = pointsArray(i,1) : pointsArray(i,2)
objFrame = read(objVideo, j);
% comment-out following lines for curve-fitting of detector
% curvature
%tmpVal = objFrame(:,512);
%yVals(:, j-(pointsArray(i,1)-1)) = ((-4E-5*(tmpVal.^2)) +
%(0.0467*tmpVal)+118.49); // curve fitting
yVals(:, j-(pointsArray(i,1)-1)) = objFrame(:,512);
end
tmpArray = mean(transpose(yVals));
AvgYVals(i,:) = tmpArray(:);
end
if (~isempty(csvFile))
csvwrite(csvFile, AvgYVals);
end
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File Name

main.m

Purpose

Main Matlab routine to print graphs of intensity values, writes the relevant
data to csv file. The input parameter values have to changed in-file (like
video filename, output csv filename, output image filenames etc.)

clc
clearvars
% Read main ragiographic video file
objVideo = VideoReader('14_12_19\WoTipProp\60_dot5_3.avi');
% Save frame as image
imwrite(read(objVideo, 100), '60_dot5_2_f100.jpg')

mov =
struct('cdata',zeros(vidHeight,vidWidth,3,'uint8'),'colormap',[]);
numFrames = objVideo.NumberOfFrames;
k=40; lim=k+44; fram_cnt = 1;
while (k <= lim)
idx_frame = read(objVideo, k);
%mov(fram_cnt).cdata = idx_frame;
if (k == lim)
imwrite(idx_frame, '60_dot5_2_1.jpg')
end
k = k+1;
fram_cnt = fram_cnt + 1;
end
hf = figure;
set(hf,'position',[150 150 vidWidth vidHeight]);
% Show the movie object
movie(hf,mov,1,30);
% Read pixel from frame images
imshow 70_dot5_1.jpg
improfile
% Read frame data
firstFrame = imread('60_dot5_2_65.jpg');
% Convert to grey-scale (if needed)
firstFrameGrey = rgb2gray(firstFrame);
imwrite(firstFrameGrey, 'test_grey.jpg')% Generate grey-scale image
% Export frame data to csv
csvwrite('512_vals.csv',transpose(firstFrame));
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% Draw plots (252, 317, 382, 447, 512, 577, 642, 707, 772)
x = 0:1023;
y1 = firstFrame(:,300:100:700);
csvwrite('csv\512_60_vals.csv',firstFrame(:,772));
% Intensity Calibration
BlankFrames = [142 192];
intensityVals = GetMeanYVals('14_12_19\WTipProp\60_dot5_3.avi',
BlankFrames, 'csv\IntensityCalibData.csv');
h2 = figure('Name', 'Intensity Calibration');
plot(x,intensityVals(1,:),'LineWidth',1);
% mu Calibration
calibCirclesFrames = [84 114; 124 154; 164 194; 204 23 4; 248 278];
circleVals = GetMeanYVals('14_12_19\muCalib\60_dot2_2.avi',
calibCirclesFrames, 'csv\muCalibData.csv');
h1 = figure('Name', 'mu Calibration');
norm_circleVals(1,:) = intensityVals(1,:);
norm_circleValsSqr(1,:) = power(norm_circleVals(1,:),2);
norm_circleVals(1,:) = (-0.00004 * norm_circleValsSqr(1,:)) + (0.044 *
intensityVals(1,:))+118.84;
% norm_circleVals(1,:) = norm_circleVals(1,:) + (100 -(220 intensityVals(1,:)));
%
plot(x,norm_circleVals(1,:),x,circleVals(1,:),x,circleVals(2,:),x,circl
eVals(3,:),x,circleVals(4,:),x,circleVals(5,:),'LineWidth',1);
plot(x,intensityVals(1,:),x,norm_circleVals(1,:),x,circleVals(1,:),x,ci
rcleVals(4,:));
%
plot(x,circleVals(1,:),x,circleVals(2,:),x,circleVals(3,:),x,circleVals
(4,:),x,circleVals(5,:),'LineWidth',1);
intensityVals(1,600)
offsetFrame = 40;
% Diameter Calibration
diaCalibFrames = [offsetFrame+50; offsetFrame+70];
diaIntensityVals = GetIntensityVals('14_12_19\WoTipProp\60_dot5_2.avi',
diaCalibFrames, 'csv\diaCalibData.csv');
h2 = figure('Name', 'Diameter Calibration');
plot(x,diaIntensityVals(:,:),'LineWidth',1);
% objFrame = read(objVideo, offsetFrame+50);
y1 = objFrame(:,512);
objFrame = read(objVideo, offsetFrame+65);
y2 = objFrame(:,512);
objFrame = read(objVideo, offsetFrame+70);
y3 = objFrame(:,512);
objFrame = read(objVideo, offsetFrame+75);
y4 = objFrame(:,512);
objFrame = read(objVideo, offsetFrame+100);
y5 = objFrame(:,512);
csvwrite('csv\test.csv',transpose(objFrame(:,512)));
imwrite(read(objVideo, offsetFrame+33), '60_dot5_2_f73.jpg')
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% USE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LINES TO CONFIGURE OUTPUT
% objFrame_Post = imread('test.jpg');
objFrame_Post = read(objVideo, offsetFrame+75);
% objFrame = filter2(fspecial('average',9),objFrame_Post)/255;
% objFrame = medfilt2(objFrame_Post,[20 20]);
objFrame = objFrame_Post;
objFrame = rgb2gray(objFrame_rgb);
hold on
for idx = 55 : 57
objFrame = read(objVideo, idx);
y1 = objFrame(:,512);
plot(x,y1);
end
csvwrite('csv\60_dot5_2_noise.csv',firstFrame(:,500));
% CHANGE FOLLOWING LINES TO CONFIGURE THE MAIN PLOT
diaOffsetFrame = 17;
InPerFrame = 0.00597;
legend1 = 0.6 + (diaOffsetFrame+0)*InPerFrame;
legend2 = 0.6 + (diaOffsetFrame+15)*InPerFrame;
legend3 = 0.6 + (diaOffsetFrame+20)*InPerFrame;
legend4 = 0.6 + (diaOffsetFrame+25)*InPerFrame;
legend5 = 0.6 + (diaOffsetFrame+50)*InPerFrame;
h = plot(x,y1,x,y2,x,y3,x,y4,x,y5,'LineWidth',1);
legend(num2str(legend1),num2str(legend2),num2str(legend3),num2str(legen
d4),num2str(legend5));
set(h, 'LineWidth', 1);
objFrame = read(objVideo, 114);
y1 = objFrame(:,512);
plot(x,y1);
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